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Testing conducted by Living Building Solutions. Product R-values are based on NCC Vol 1 2016.

In building and construction, the R-value is a measure of how well a two-dimensional barrier 
such as a wall or ceiling resists the conductive flow of heat. The greater the R-value, the 
greater the resistance - and the better the thermal insulating properties of the structure. 
Here’s a breakdown of the performance of each material. Your new homes consultant will 
explain these results in more detail.
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The three main construction methods include 
brick cavity (more commonly referred to as 
double brick), brick veneer and steel frame. 
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At New Generation Homes, we give you more 
choice in the latest construction methods. This 
means you can choose the method that’s right 
for you, your home, and your block. 

New Technology. More Flexibility.

Thermal Properties
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The Estimated Sound Reduction Index measures 
how much sound a structure blocks – the higher 
the rating, the better the sound reduction 
properties. Your new homes consultant will 
explain the results below.

To give you an idea of the small variation between each building method, the below table outlines 
some commonly recognised sounds and the corresponding decibel.

Method Estimated Sound Reduction Index

Double Brick 90-50-90 method 47dB

Brick Veneer with Plasterboard Lining 52dB

Steel Frame Wall with Primeline Cladding and additional 
Sound Rated Plasterboard Lining

39dB

decibels Example Home & Yard Appliances

10 A pin dropping

20 Rustling leaves

30 Whisper

40 Babbling brook Computer

50 Light traffic Refrigerator

60 Conversational speech Air conditioner

70 Shower Dishwasher

75 Toilet flushing Vacuum cleaner

Testing conducted by Lloyd George Acoustics February 2019.
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The Acoustic properties of a structure are 
measured in decibel (dB). Recent independent 
testing has determined that the difference in sound 
reduction between our double brick, brick veneer 
and fully framed products is negligible.

Acoustic Properties.
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Footings provide a strong foundation for your home. You’ll see from the table below that the footing 
costs will differ substantially based on the soil classification and home construction method.

decibels DOUBLE BRICK BRICK VENEER FULLY FRAMED

A-CLASS 0 – $2,900 0 – $2,900 0 – $2,200

S-CLASS $5,600 – $11,500 $6,400 – $7,300 $5,100

M-CLASS $17,800 - $20,500 $11,900 - $13,300 $9,400
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High Quality
(minimal soil 
movement)

Low Quality

Note: Above allowance based on a standard plan.

Slab area 189m2

Perimeter wall 66m

Slab span >22m

Slab and Footing Engineering
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Your New Generation new homes consultant will help you decide which method is right for you. 
The choice will come down to a number of factors such as the home design, block orientation 
and soil type.

Unlike other builders, we don’t just provide you with one option, we offer you choice. This means 
you’ll receive unbiased advice and we’ll help you choose the right option for you.

Our homes are built using superior building techniques to prevent air leakage and give you a 
more comfortable, energy efficient home.

Which Building Method Is Right For You?
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As part of the Summit Homes Group, we have proudly built over 40,000 homes for WA families for 
more than 40 years. Our experience means we know exactly what it takes to make the building 
journey run smoothly so you can enjoy complete peace-of-mind.

✓  Enjoy direct access to your site supervisor.

✓  Regular updates and progress photos via our online portal.

✓  Award-winning building practices and best practice quality controlled construction processes.

✓  Your home is administered and built by local people using quality products.

✓  Price hold guarantee. *Conditions apply.

✓  25 Year Structural guarantee.

✓  Clean, well-organised sites.

✓  Twelve month maintenance period from practical completion.

Expect more when you build with us



 

When You Sum It Up,   
Summit Comes Out On Top.

Information correct as at 1 July 2020. Plans may be changed or discontinued without notice.  
Please speak to your New Homes Consultant for details. Images are for illustrative purposes only. BC10689


